
 EXPOSITIONS OF 2 PETER 
 "The World That Perished" 
 2 Peter 3:5-7 
Where we are 
 
1.  There is no question about it--we have a great salvation to remember (1:12-14). 
2.  Moreover, the great apostasy of the first century, which has continued unabated to the present day, 

is to be voided (2:20, 21). 
3.  The only safe refuge from disbelief is in being born again by sovereign grace and believing the 

Bible as the Word of God (3:1, 2). 
4.  In view of the Word of God, every true, genuine, sincere believer is alerted to the presence of 

apostasy and how to identify it.  Consider these admonitions: 
 
1.  KNOW APOSTASY v. 3 
 
    The verb "know" is a present tense participle which denotes learned knowledge (cf. 1:20 for same 
phrase).  This is a priority for believers.  It is a "first" order.  God help us to be informed believers and 
therefore knowledgeable.  This implies reading and studying.  Do it, brother, sister!  Here are things 
to know: 
 
    a.  When apostasy comes v. 3a 
 
        Scripture here teaches "the last days" (literally: at the last of the days; cf. 1 Pet. 1:5, 20; Jude 18). 
 While the "last days" began with the coming of the Messiah (Heb. 1:1, 2), this phrase, taking "last" as 
a predicate adjective, means toward the end of things.  Thus the last days are progressive towards an 
end, a goal, an objective. 
 
    b.  How apostasy comes v. 3b 
 
        1)  Some texts add "with mockery" to the verb "mocking."  Thus, scoffers will come in the last 
days and they will come with scoff ing.  Ridicule of the Bible and its teaching will be a hallmark of 
apostasy.  The cognate words are a play on words with enormous significance on attitude. 
 
        2)  Not only attitude is dreadful (i.e. something covert) but behavior is despicable (i.e. something 
overt).  Here is open, blatant permissiveness.  They "proceed" (KJV "walking") which is a present 
tense participle, hence are characterized by absence and abandonment of purity of li fe.  To indulge in 
unbridled lust of the flesh is their pattern. 
 
NOTE:  The incredible, mind-boggling changes in attitude toward the Bible and its codes of conduct 
are patent testimony to the credibilit y of the Scriptures! 
 
2.  HEAR APOSTASY v. 4 
 
    Apostasy is not silent.  It is vocal.  Those who espouse apostasy speak out.  Again, a present tense 
participle is employed to enforce this unending expansion of unbelief and rejection of the Bible.  
Listen to what they say: 
    a.  They question Christ's second coming.  v. 4a 

        Whether the reference is to the Rapture (of believers from Pentecost to the event) or the 
Revelation (of Messiah coming at the end of the Tribulation before the Mill ennium to deliver Israel) 
is not the issue.  Apostates claim the promise of the Lord's return is totally unreliable.  It is a direct 
attack on the promise of the Lord Jesus that He will come again (John 14:1-3) and the witness 
(commandment, v. 2) of the apostles concerning His return (1 Thess. 4:13-18; 2 Thess. 1:5-12). 
 
    b.  They aff irm uniformitarianism v. 4b 
 
        By appealing to "the fathers" they seek to gain some sort of credence to their position  (cf. Acts 
3:13; Rom. 9:5; Heb. 1:2).  This is a call upon the family for support.  But the claim is unbelievable.  
It aff irms that the natural laws and process have never yet been interrupted.  The verb "continue" is 
present tense and by its prefixed preposition means to "remain through" (Luke 1:22).  The status quo 
from creation is therefore precisely taught.  Obviously, this is a direct denial of the Biblical flood 
(catastrophism).  By so much they deny the power of God.    
 
    c.  They deliberately reject the Truth v. 5a 
 
        Here is a bald statement by Peter, under inspiration of God's Spirit, that the apostate's belief 
system is a "willi ng" (so the Greek present participle) rejection of the Word of God (see v. 5 here!).  
While there are many renderings in the translation of this phrase, it is clear that there is a wil ful, 
deliberate, shutting of the eyes and a choice to lose sight of the facts!  God have mercy! 
 
    d.  They deny the Word of God vv. 5b-6 
 
        1)  Concerning creation v. 5b 
 
            The phrase "the heavens were of old and the earth standing out of the water and in the water" 
is extremely significant concerning creation.  "Standing" is a verb meaning compacted consisting, or 
holding together (cf. Col. 1:17).  Thus, the first lands were molded by the action of water.  Life itself 
was organized by the water medium.  Apparently a portion of the waters served as a vapor canopy for 
the earth (Gen. 1:6).  Both the creation and its maintenance were "by the Word of God."  So be it! 
 
        2)  Concerning the flood v. 6 
 
            Sin having entered into the world, there followed a long history of deterioration and rebelli on 
against God Himself.  He employed the element of water by which the earth was computed to 
accomplish the cleansing of the earth (Gen. 6:17).  The verb "being overflowed" is an aorist passive 
participle, if transliterated, approaches the sound "cataclysm."  In any case, it perished.  The testimony 
of Scripture (Gen. 7:11, 12) records that the great expanse of water above the firmament and the great 
deep below brought a destruction beyond imagination.  The waters which sustained the li fe of the 
world became its destruction.  Horrors! 
 
What to expect 
The present heavens and earth, by the same Word of God are being kept for a fiery judgment (v. 7). 
Just as the water destroyed the original creation, God will yet do the same by fire with the present 
system. Oh, how it behooves you to find safety in God's present Ark, even the Person of our Lord 
Jesus Christ, lest you be burned, judged, and lost for eternity. Be a true believer NOW! 


